THEUI~ILLAT J.-P. et Mom~vEc J. (1990
Following the publication of the Code of phytosociological nomenclature (BARKMAN,) [ORAVEC et ]~AUSCHERT 1976 , 1986 and its retroactive application the need for an "Index" listing typified names which are normally dispersed throughout the literature has become apparent: it avoids both lenthy bibliographical research and reduces the risk of a second typification made in ignorance.
The typification of names of syntaxa published before 1. 1. 1979 without nomenclatural types is therefore desirable and should always be carried out with a view to preserving names used as far as possible, in order to maximize synsystemarie stabilization. This is particularly true in the case of associations described on the basis of complex tables or alliances originally combining certain associations which are now known to be separate but whose signification is nonetheless generally univocal. :By eliminating, in the case of associations, those relevds which ace complex or which relate to other associations, and, in the case of alliances, those associations which relate to other alliances, and --in addition--by preserving only that element in the typification which is closest to the present sense, one will guarantee the preservatio2~ of the name. It will also tend to ~aximise stability, in particular for very common names.
The present "Index" has been designed in the same way and assembled according to the same principles as the " I n d e x of new n a m e s " (TtLEURILLAT et MOR~V~C 1990) . The n a m e of the s y n t a x o n and its a u t h o r i t y are followed by the bibliographical reference where typification took place (In:...). Some of the typified names being invalid, the ground is indicated b y reference to the relevant article of the Code. The entry "typific. superfl." indicates an earlier typification elsewhere or a typification which is superfluous according Article 18 of the Code. The asterisk * preceding a n a m e indicates a typification which m a y be superfluous or, most of the time, one of a name requiring further verification o f its validity or authority.
With its 92 typifications, the " I n d e x " which follows is certainly incomplete and the authors would welcome information concerning omision by receiving offprints. Observations concerning the validity of names preceded b y an asterisk are also appreciated. The same principle concerning effective publications (Art. 1) applies as in the " I n d e x of new names" (op. cir.). I n the future, in order to pursue this " I n d e x " in the most efficient way, especially for a better compilation of regional publications, it appears desirable to form a group of collaborators, in which the authors invite everyone interested to work whith that to contact them. 
I N D E X

A b i e t i b a t s a m e a e -P i c e e t e a m a r i a n a
B e t u l o -A d e n o s t y l e t e a
Lactucenion alpinae NORD~GE~ ex DA~m 1987 . In: DA~ 1987 , Calarnayrostietum canadensis D~'~SEaEAtT 1959. In: A~SSEALr et GRA_N-DTNER 1987 (: 9) 
C h e n o p o d i e t e a
Malvlon neglectae (Gu~rE 1972 
M o l i n i o -A r r h e n a t h e r e t e a A~rostion vinealis
P l a t y h y p n l d i o -F o n t i n a l i e t e a
Brachythecietum plumosi YON KRUSENSTaERNA ex PHILIPPI 1956 . In: MARSTALLER 1987a * Brachythecio rivularis-Hygrohypnetum luridi PHILXPPI 1956 . I n : MARSTALLER 1987a Cinclidotetum aquatici PHILIPI'I 1956 . In: MA~STALLER 1987 Cinclidotetum/ontinaloidis GA.MS ex YON H~) BSCHMANN 1953 . In: MA~STALLER 1987a Hygrohypnetum ochracei HERTEL 1974 . In: MA~STALLE~ 1987a Leptodictyo riparii-Fi.~sidentetum crassipedis PmLI])eI 1956. In: .~ [ARSTALLER 1987a (: 116) 
